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I PREFACE

I 'lt.tr, summarizes the on Grant No. DE-FGO5-BTER40353 during
report progress

til,.i,,.,lodFebruary ], 1990 to November 30, 1990. Tile primary focus of tile

I re::,.:t,,.ll d,tring this period has been on fluctuations of nuclear levels and

i pont:li,lo connections with fundamental symmetries. In Sect. 1 tile analysis of
low Ivt,l_, nuclear levels for a large collection of nuclides is discussed, and

I til,. :,,,:,lysis of Ju._t the levels in 11_Sn is presented tn Sect. 2. The current

._t:_I,,.: ,_f experiments to study fluctuation properties tn _0p is summarized in

I See-, _, while tile d_velopment of hardware and software for the next phase of

i tl_,'.':r',,,on._urements|n outlined in Sect. 4. We discuss It, Sect. 5 the early
._t:,r.,": -f a project to search for a particular type of tletatled-balance

I V]_l:It i¢_tl,

,_,,,,of the important aspects of the research supported by this grant is

I ill,,l,,,,-Ivement of utldergraduate students. This year three Tennessee

Tc_l,,,,,l-p,|calUn|ver._Ity undergraduates have worked on the project. Chris

I {',o1,,,,,, (,',,rrently a ._entor) performed the data analysis on tile p 4 27A1.

I exl,,,t i,,,,,,ts described in Sect. 6. Brent York (a senior) and Barry Wtnn (a
I

J_,,_l,,,_ l,.avetaken the major responsibility for the work on level densities in

I _*V (,Ii,:¢',l_sedin Sect. 7); these responslbilltles included target

pr,,[,..,,:,lIon, chamber setups, development of analysis programs, and data

I nC,l,,i"{ll.tl. as well as the analysis of tile small amount of data obtained thus

I f'nl I,,_,,tills experiment. Both of these students spent tile summer at TUNL,

wt1,,,,,_I,oy were also Involved in the maintenance of the laboratory and the

I go,,r,,',lday-to-day activities of tile Illgh Resolution Croup there.

ll,o .-,ecretar|al and accounting duties for tills grant flare been performed

I by ¢:l,_,InJul|an of tile TTU Department of Physics, and I once again wish to

I
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I e×pr('f:_my appreciation. I also wish to thank the personnel at TUNL and in

I thf, l_,|:eDepartment of Physics for their hospitality and assistance during my
" vt_ i ! n.
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I i, Fluctuation Properties of Low-lylng Nuclear Levels

I (with G. E. Mitchell, T. von Egidy, and B. L. Winn)

Random matrix theory (P_T) [i] has long been used as a tool to

I characterize the fluctuations of energy levels. The G_usslan orthogonal

ensemble (GOE) version of RMT predicts that nearest-neighbor spacings for a

I
sequence of levels should have (very nearly) a Wigner distribution [2] and

I that the long-range behavior of eigenvalues should agree with the As statistic

of Dyson and Mehta [3]. Recently there has been renewed interest in RMT due

I to the conjecture [4] that quantum systems which are tlme- reversal- invariant

and whose classical analogs are chaotic show GOE fluctuations. This original

I conjecture was based on the quantization and analysis of Sinai's billiard;

I since then calculations for several other systems [5-7] have supported this
conjecture and have also suggested that quantum systems whose classical

I analogs are regular display However, are
Poisson fluctuations. there known

counterexamples [8-10]. Because of these ambiguities and because the

I connection between "quantum chaos" and GOE fluctuations is not completely

I understood, a less ambiguous signature of quantum chaos is clearly desired.
However, despite great interest in the subject (see, e.g. [ii-13]), there does

I not at to be a clear experimental signature of chaos.
present appear quantum

Analysis of the fluctuation properties currently seems to be the most direct

I way to look for evidence of chaotic behavior in the nucleus.

I Nuclear resonance data are known to show good agreement with GOE [14-15].
If GOE-type fluctuations are indicative of chaotic behavior, then tests of RMT

I applied to levels not in the resonance region limits on the
energy may suggest

energies where a chaotic description is applicable. The best available data

I in a single nuclide for such a study are from 26AI where a nearly complete

I
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I level scheme is known from the ground state up to an excltation energy of =8

I MeV [16-18]. Our analysis of these data [19-20] focused on two statistics,

the nearest-neighbor spacing (NNS) distribution and A3. We found a spacing

I distribution intermediate between GOE and Poisson, although slightly favoring

GOE, and A3 behavior near the GOE limit. The fluctuations are consistent with

I being independent of isospin, although the statistical uncertainties are too

I large to make a definitive statement on this aspect of the behavior.

For nuclides other than 26AI, the data are much more limited (although

I data for are discussed in Sect. 2). Here we discuss the fluctuation
ll6Sn

properties of low-lying nuclear levels for a collection of nuclear data from

I many different nuclides. This work is an extension of previous, less

l extensive studies along the same lines [21-23].
W11en comparing data to the predictions of RMT, it is necessary to

I consider only levels which have the same symmetries (i.e., the same
quantum

numbers). For nuclear physics applica,_ions this requirement generally means

I the same total angular momentum J and the same parity 4, although additional

i quantum numbers are required in some cases. We shall use the term "sequence"
to mean a group of levels from one nuclide with the same quantum numbers.

l A meaningful analysis of the fluctuation properties of a set of
energy

levels requires data of extremely high quality. The sequence being studied

I must be both complete (few or no missing levels) and pure (few or no

i misassigned levels) over the energy range considered, since failure to meet
either" of these conditions severely affects the fluctuation behavior. We have

I chosen for examination data from 90 nuclides whose level schemes appear to be

complete over an energy region starting at the ground state and over some

I range of angular momenta; the masses range from A = 24 to A - 244. In

I 4
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I clloo,:t,,y, tlle.qe nuclides, we required that at leact the first: ten levels of the

i level :-c'l,e,nehave definite spin and parity assignments. The upper limit of
the _olected levels frequently Is determined by the absence of a

I well-e';lnblished spin and/or parity for one level. In a few cases where

sptT,/p:_rfty asstgnment:s were ambiguous, model information has beer, used. A

I largo frn(,tion of the nuclides have been investigated by the neutron capture

i react I,,,_.a_ the non-selectivity and sensitivity of this reaction guarantees a
high d,,y,ee of completeness.

I '['oqtl,lgthe completeness of a level, scheme in a given energy and spin

rang- i-,d| fflcult. The level schemes |.ncluded here },ave been checked by

I cotl_I_l,,1IT_Zthe experimental reactions and the quality of the measurements, by

compnri,,F, adjacent nuclides, and by conslder|llg theoretical predictions of

I level ,_-l_r,mos. For instance, in 233Th there is a one-to-one correspondence

! betwc_r.,_ ,_bserved and predicted leveIs beIow 800 keV; this provides an argument

for ,--repleteness. We esttmate that, for the 1.evei schemes included in this

I analy._:i_, less than 5% of the levels are missing or have erroneous spin or

I par|! v .,_tgnments.Ur, l_,Iveperformed Monte Carlo studies which |ndlcat:e that the NNS

I dlstril_iIi.ol,is the most reliable of the commonly used statistics for the
small ,:.-|,,,|,losiz_s considered here. We find that spacing distributions can be

I used t_) ,llnttnguish between GeE and Poisson behavior with sequences of as few

as 5 l¢,,.,f,ls, provided that several such sequences are combined. Requiring a

I mitlli,,,,,,,¢_f flee levels in a sequence yields 168 sequences in 60 different

I nucl i_l-_ (tlle other 30 nuclides originally selected have no sequences meeting
tilts e,irer|on).

I N_,arost-netghbor spacings St for a sequence of levels are generated by

I 5
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calculating the energy differences between adjacent levels of that sequence.

i lt is simplest to express the spacing distribution as a function of the

dimensionless parameter x=-S/D, where D is the average spacing. If the

i nearest-nelghbor spacings obey GOE statistics, the spacing probability

distribution function will be nearly a Wigner distribution

I
x 2

-_-_- (i)

i P(x) ,-_ xe .

i If the spacings are Poisson distributed, then

P(x) - e -x (2)

i An interpolation formula between these two extremes has been proposed by Brody

i 1241 .

-EX_'!P(x;_) - a (_+I) x'e

(3)

[,-j_)]"_

i In this expression _ = 0 corresponds to a Poisson distribution, while _ - 1

i yields a GOE distribution. The value of _ provides a convenient method of
characterizing NNS distributions; however, it must be emphasized that this is

i an empirical formula, and no physical significance is known for the parameter

_. However, it has recently been observed by Cheon [25] that this formula

i provides a surprisingly good description of the transition from Poisson to

i GOE.
To compare the different sequences to each other, each set of energy

i levels must be converted to a set of normalized spacings {xl} , where xi_Si/D

and D is the average level spacing for that sequence. However, D itself is a

i function of energy and decreases as the excitation energy increases; knowing D

m 6
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I is equivalent to knowing the level density p, since p(E)-I/D(E). We have

normalized the spacings by fitting each sequence to a constant temperature

I level density [26]. The NNS distribution is then determined for each

sequence; errors are estimated using the bootstrap method [27]. Because of

I the small sample sizes for most of these sequences, the data from several

I sequences are combined by averaging their NNS distributions.
The spacing distributions for six different mass regions are shown in

I I. The distribution for the close GOE
Fig. lightest masses appears very to

I O0 50
A__50 50<A$100 1 <A__I

1:o_' , ' ,....., 4 1.o_", , , _ 1.o_ , , , J
"_ 0.6 "7 0.6 "7 o,_

I "-" 0.40,20.2 . "
0.0 ....... 0.0 0.0 ,

_, 0.8 0.8 0.8

0.6 _" 0.6 _, 0.6_" 0.4 _" 0.4 0.4
_'_O,Z _'_ 0,2_'_02

I 0.0 0.0 0,00 I 2 3 0 2 4 0 Z 4

x = S/D x = S/D x = S/D

I
150 <A__180 180<A__2 I0 230<A

I I,O _ ' ' ' t 1.0 ....... ,.0_- ' ' ' J

0,8 _ 0,8_

| _ 0.6 "7 0.8 _, O.8o.8
"_" 0,4 _' 0.4
Cu 0,4 _" 0.2 0.20.2

I 0.0 0.0 0.01 ._ 1,0 1,0
-"- 0.8 _ 0.8 _'_ 0.8

0,6 _ o,8 _ 0.8
I _. 0,4 _ o,4 _ o4_'_O.Z _-,0._ _'_O.Z

0.0 0.0 0.0

i 0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4x = S/D x = S/D x = S/D

Figure 1. NNS distributions and cumulative distributions for ali levels in

I six different mass regions.

I
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I behavior, while the heaviest masses show a distribution which is only slightly

different from a Poisson. Visually there is an obvious trend from GOE to

I Polsson as the mass increases. The visual trend is emphasized in Fig. 2

where the values of _ are plotted for

I ..... ..... ........................................

r T l

1.2 each of these mass regions, along

i 10 with a stralght-line fit. Within theo.8 . -t
"_ errors the data show good agreement

_O.O __. _

I --._.... with the line.
straight

"_ Several other effects have been0.2

I 0,0 ................... L............... i ............... 1 ................. i .................... noted. The 2+ and 4+ states in
o r,o 1oo 1r,o ,_oo _5o

^ deformed nuclides are close to

I Figure 2. Values of _ for six
different mass regions. The straight Poisson (_ - 0.16 ± 0.13), while the

i line is a fit to the six data points. 0+ and 3+ states in the deformed

nuclides are near the other extreme (_0- 0.74 + 0.52), albeit with limited

I statistical accuracy. States with other spins or 2+ and 4+ states from

i spherical nuclides generally show values of w which are intermediate between
these two groups of states. The nuclear shape also has some effect on NNS

I distributions in even-even nuclides. The 2+ and 4+ states behave quite

differently for deformed and spherical nuclides (w - 0.16 + 0.13 vs. _ - 0.52

I + 0.15), while the remainder of the states show NNS distributions which have

little if any shape dependence (_ - 0.51 + 0.21 for deformed vs. m - 0.57 +

I 0.16 for spherical).

I In attempting to understand these results, it is interesting to consider

what could cause a transition from GOE to Poisson fluctuations. In light of

I the earlier discussion, one might expect this to be indicative of the system

moving from chaotic behavior to regular behavior. Ilowever, it is well known

I
8
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I (see, e.g., Mehta [28]) that the NNS distribution also would move from GOE

toward Poisson if the spacings result from a superposition of unrelated

I sequences. Therefore, if there were a quantum number not
conserved which had

been considered when the sequences were identified, GOE behavior would not be

! ,expected, even if that were tile true underlying behavior of the system.

l Considering the role of other quantum numbers leads quickly to the
question of what a broken symmetry does to the fluctuation properties. This

l general problem has been studied by Dyson [29] and by Pandey [30]. A
summary

was given by Pandey: "...even a small breaking of a fundamental or model

l symmetry is shown to yield fluctuation patterns which would be found in the

complete absence of the symmetry." Therefore, even small amounts of symmetry-
breaking may be equivalent to the absence of the symmetry, at leastas

I measured by the fluctuation behavior.

In nuclei two additional quantum numbers which come to mind are isospin

I and the K quantum number (used in describing rotational nuclei). The only

experimental data available for a broken symmetry test of this type are from

I the Z6AI data discussed earlier. There the data are qualitatively consistent

I with the predictions of Dyson and Pandey, although even for a pure isospin

sequence the behavior is not GOE. A detailed examination of how isospin

i symmetry-breaking affects the fluctuation properties has been performed by

Guhr and Weidenm_ller [31], who constructed a random-matrix model for the

l process. Within the framework of this model, they were able to provide an

I explanation of the 26AI data and extract a value for the Coulomb matrix

element which was in agreement with previous results.

l For the K quantum number there are not suitable data at present for an

i experimental test of how K symmetry-breaking affects the fluctuation

9
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I propo, I l_s. llowever, K symmetry-breaklng has been studied by Paar and
VorP.Ipi6 [32] within the framework of the interactlng-boson model. Study of a

I level sclleme of 164Er calculated with thls model shows approximate K-

in(l(,po,ldence for the fluctuation properties [33].

I I_o these theoretical studies offer any insights into the present

I result.q, in which the only symmetries considered are angular momentum and
parity? Wt,en the data are examined as a function of.'mass, the two regions

I wllet:o nllcleI are strongly deformed display the NNS distributions which are

ne,qre.'t to Poisson behavior. Of course, K ts expected to be most relevant in

I tlle_.;otwo regions. Thus, one might speculate that the fact that more regular

be}l:,vI(_r Iv observed In these two regions may simply reflect the |mportance of

I K, n,,,l tllat the failure to separate sequences by K (in addition to J and _)

I has l_la._ed these results. However, if K (or some other quantum number)

explaI,_s the observed mass dependence, then the results for different =pins in

I the dc,formed nuclides indicate different amounts of symmetry-breaklng for

dif[e,r,r_t spin groups. Current experimental data, except for 26AI, are

I inn.li l_'le,,t to consider the effects of symmetry-breaklng on the fluctuation

I prop_,, tles In any single nuclide.

(_,itile other hand, the llghtest nuclides show behavior which is close to

I GOE. 'rt_se nuclides are generally weil described by the shell model, and It

has l,,r,gbeen known that shell-model states generally agree with the GOE (see,

I e.g. , ttme discussion In Brody et ai. [ 1 1 ) • Therefore, this behavior does not

I seem ,,'_r7 surprising. As we pointed out earlier, even in the spherical

nuc Ii,lr,s tile fluctuation properties appear to be moving toward regularity at

I |leavir_r"masses, lt is not clear whether this represents the increasing

|mporl nrlce of another quantum number or some other effect.

I
lO

I
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i A paper on this topic has been accepted by Zeitschrift for Physik A. An

invited talk was presented at the Seventh International Symposium on Capture

,I Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy and Related Topics.

I 2. Fluctuation Properties of Levels in 1'6Sn

I (with S. Raman)
Because of the possible connections with quantum chaos, it is of great

I the fluctuation of levels in individual
interest _ to analyze properties

n_Iclides. However, there are very few nuclides for which levels are known in

I sufficient quantity an___ddquality for

I such analyses to yield statistically
I I_i I

tl ..............! ......... I.......... I ........significan, results. Recent data on 1.0, Poi._sol,

I the nuclide ilSSn are an exception °8 I ",,,,l'i],_ . (',O_].......

and provide a good testing ground. _ 0.4 i. ii i ' '\_'!)[._-_>_.]i_._4.. =____t]

I The level scheme of llSSn has 0.2 "i ,

been constructed by combining recent 0.0 i]__]__,.

iiSSn(n 7) and ii6Sn(n n'7) 1.0,- ]

0.8 t _' _1_i

I measurements with previous results. _' "'""06

A total of i00 levels have been n._" ,"it_ _._ Poisson_--._0.4

i tobserved below an excitation energy 0.2 .......

0.0of 4.3 MeV. The fluctuation .....................J ..............._...................J ......................J

I o 1 £ 3 .I
properties of these states were x = S/I)

I analyzed following the procedure Figure 3. The NNS distribution and
cumulative distribution for levels _n

I16Sn "
discussed in Sect. i. The sequences

I with J" = 0+ I* 2+ 3_ 4+ and 5- had sufficient states to be included int , , !

the analysis. The resulting NNS distribution is shown in Fig. 3. A fit to

!
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l the parameter _ yields a value of 0.51 ± 0.19, indicating behavior which is

slightly closer to GOE than Poisson; this is in good agreement with the value

I _ - 0.55 ± 0.Ii obtained for ali nuclides in the mass region i00 < A _ 150. A

paper describing the 116Sn experiment and including the results of the

I fluctuation analysis has been submitted to Physical Review C.

!
3, A Complete Level Scheme for 30p

i G.E. Mitchell, E, G. and C, R. Westerfeldt)
(with S. C. Frankle, Bilpuch _

As discussed in Sect. I, the nuclide 2_AI is one of the few for which

I data of sufficient quantity and quality to permit an analysis of the

I fluctuation properties is available [20]. We have begun a study of 30p with
the goal of establishing as complete a level scheme as possible from the

I ground state into the resonance region. Ultimately we wish to analyze tile

fluctuation properties of the levels and compare the behavior of 30p with that

I cf Z6Al.

As a first step, we are _tudying the resonance region. Thus far, we
|

have performed measurements of 29Si(p,7), 29Si(p,p17), and 29Si(p,p27) in the

I energy range Ep - 2.0 - 3.3 MeV using Nal detectors. A total of 13 resonances

have been identified which were not previously observed by Reinecke et al.

I [34] in the capture reaction (below Ep - 2.4 MeV) or by Nelson et ai. [35] in

elastic scattering. Ix addition, the existence of 4 resonances which had

I previously been observed in (p,7) but not (p,p) experiments was confirmed. We

i are currently searching more carefully for evidence of these resonances in

elastic scattering in preparation for studies of the 7-ray deexcitation of

I these states with HPGe detectors.

!
12
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I 4. Hardware and Software Development for Compton-Suppression Spectrometer

(with C. R. Bybee and C. R. Westerfeldt)

I As part of the preparation for studying individual resonances in

p + 29Si (see Sect. 3) with germanium detectors, we have acquired new hardware

I and are starting to modify software for the data acquisition process. An

I Ortec Model AD413 Quad 8k ADC has been purchased by TTU for this project, as
the current data-acquisition electronics for the TUNL High Resolution

I (HRL) will not be sufficient to run coincidence
Laboratory gamma- gamma

measurements; this new module has been inserted into the CAMAC crate of the

I HRL computer, and testing has begun. We anticipate utilizing three of the

g four inputs, two for energy signals from the two Ge detectors and one for the
m

relative timing signal. We have also realized that the Indiana University

I version of the XSYS software package is more suited to this type of experiment

than is the TUNL version; therefore, we have begun studying this software

I package and are planning to use it in the data acquisition code for the new

I spectrometer.

I.. 5. A Search for Time-reversal-lnvariance Violation in Proton Resonances

(with J. M. Drake, C. R. Bybee, G. E. Mitchell, and E. G. Bilpuch)

, iI lt has been proposed by Bunakov and Weidenm£iller [36] that large

enhancement factors for violation of detailed balance may exist when a pair of

! close-Iying compound nuclear resonances interfere. Data which are appropriate

g for such tests exist for (P,_0) resonances in the compound nuclei Z4Mg [37],
mm

ZSSi [38,39], 3ZS [40], 36Ar [41], and 4°Ca [42]. We have identified 25 cases

I in which a pair of adjacent resonances have the same J"_ there are another 16

cases for which definite J_ values are not known but the possible assignments

!
13
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I include appropriate J" values. We are searching to see if any of these pairs

of zesonances are especially suitable for a test of detailed balance of this

I type.

Bunakov and Weidenm(iller discuss the two-channel case in some detail.

I However, ali these resonances require a more general treatment, since there

I are at least three open proton channels plus an alpha channel. Thus far, we
have developed the appropriate formalism for calculating the cross sections,

I following the work of [43]. are now programming appropriate
Moldauer We the

equations and will then examine each pair to see which, if any, show the

I suggested enhancement.

I
6. Entrance Channel Correlations In 28Si

I (with C. T. Coburn)

Entrance channel reduced widths for 3 channels and the relative signs of

I the reduced width amplitudes for 2 of those channels have been determined for

i eight 2+ resonances in the p + 27AI reaction. The motivation of this
experiment was to gain further experimental data appropriate for the question

I of whether reduced width amplitudes in the entrance channel show behavior

consistent with a Gaussian distribution. The measurements included (p,a0)

I angular distributions and (P,P0) and (P,_0) excitation functions. In a

i previous measurement of entrance channel amplitudes in p + SgK [44], the data
did not appear to agree with the expected Gaussian distribution.

I The sample size is much smaller in this case than in the previous

measurements due to the reduced level density; furthermore, the widths are

I generally larger, leading to more interference between levels. Thus,

i unambiguous results could be obtained for only 8 resonances. The two channels

14
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I bet weor_ which the relative sign could be determined are s - 2, _ - 0 and
s _- 2, _ _ 2 (s denotes channel spin, and _ denotes orbital angular momentum),

I The product of the reduced width amplitudes _20"fzzis shown In Fig. 4; six of

the eight resonances show a positive

I ,-)I

<, Resonatlce_ in Z_Si

........ _ .-, sign for this product.

Y20_22 __j

I " F- Since one cannot measure tileII [ absolute sign of a reduced width
!

,, amplitude, a direct test of the'l

distribution Is precluded. However, an

n indirect test is possible utilizing the

" --' .....'.................[....... E (_,-<×>)(y,-<y>)

I I r,(_,y,- 1_" _ ] •. .. .......,.............._........... (xl-<x>)' (y _<y>),,/,
t 0 ! 5 ;_,0 I_,5

% C_v) (4)

I Flgur_ 4. Products of amplitudes

and c,,mulative sum of products. For our purposes the correlation

I coefficient is convenient because it can

be sIlown that if amplitudes are indeed Gaussian, then

!
r,_(y,,_,) _ r,(y,,._) (5)

I for n11y palr of channels. We shall denote the correlation coefficient between

i two s_t_ of reduced widths by p. and that between two sets of reduced width
amp l t t udes by Pa.

I 'l'}lelinear correlation coefficients for the various widths and the one

mea._ured pair of amplitudes are listed in Table I. Also included are

I est:|mat-es of the uncertainties and the significance (or confidence) levels of

tl,e coefficients; these quantities were calculated using the bootstrap method

I
15
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l
l Table I. Linear Correlation Coefficients for 2+ Resonances in p + ZTAI.

71 7_ Pw op Signi f. Pa op Signi f.

l -0 09 0 32 64% --
7z0 7=

7zz 7,, 0 87 0 30 94% --

l 73z 7= .0 03 0 60 46% --
7zo 7zz -00l 0 38 49% 0.53 0.32 96%

"_ZO _132 0 74 0 55 77% --
7zz 73z 00l 0 57 56% --

!
I of Efron [27]. The limited sample size leads to large errors, but the

amplitude correlation and one of the width correlations both differ from zero

l at a confidence level of over 90%.

Comparisons between width and amplitude correlations are best made in a

representation in which the amplitude correlation is zero [45]. When we

l transform the two sets of amplitudes for these data to this representation, we
find pw=0.58 with a standard deviation of 0.45 and a significance level of

83%. This does not agree with eq. (5) at the Io level. The only other

entrance channel data of similar nature, a study of resonances in p + 39K

[44], also violates eq. (5). These results are in contrast to results from

exit channel studies; the reason is presently unknown. A brief paper

describing these measurements has appeared in the Proceedings of the Fourth

l National Conference on Undergraduate Research, and a more detailed manuscript

will be prepared for publication in the near future.

I
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I
I . The Parity Dependence of Level Densities in 49V

(with B. L. Winn and B. W. York)

I The of level densities is of in nuclear
study problem long standinga

physics and dates back to early work by Bethe [46,47]. An understanding of

I level densities is important for a variety of problems in pure and applied

I nuclear physics; as an example, it has recently become understood that level
densities play a critical role in parity and time-reversal violation in

I compound nuclear systems.

For many purposes a phenomenological approach to level densities is

I appropriate. One such analysis was performed by Gilbert and Cameron [26].

i More recently, phenomenological models that attempt to incorporate more
complexities than did the early models have been introduced by Ignatyuk et al.

I [48] and Kataria et al. [49], among others, lt is well understood that such

models should show dependences on mass, excitation energy, and spin; however,

I a parity dependence is generally not included. Data to search for a parity

i dependence have always been difficult to obtain.
We have begun experiments in an attempt to compare the average level

I densities of J_ _ 1/2 + and J" - 1/2-states in 49V for excitation energies of

9.8 - 10.5 MeV. Recent proton resonance data by Li [50] have located over 700

I states in this region and established the orbital angular momentum _ for most

of them. Approximately I00 of the states have _ = 0, and approximately 270

I have _ = I. The _ _ 0 states have J_ = I/2 +_ and statistical tests suggest

I that the assignments are generally correct and that most of the 1/2+ states
have indeed been observed. However, since elastic scattering cross sections

I often do not distinguish between J = + 1/2 = - 1/2, was
and J it

frequently difficult to determine whether the p-wave resonances are J_ - 1/2-

I
1.7

!
I



!

l or J" = 3/2-.

We have begun measurements of the angular distributions for 48Ti(p,pl)

l and 48Ti(p,plT) for the _ = I resonances. For an isolated resonance with

J" _ 1/2-, both these angular distributions will be isotropic: if J" - 3/2-,

I then at least one of the distributions will not be isotropic. Therefore,

l these measurements will eliminate the ambiguity in J for those resonances
which do not interfere too much with their neighbors [51]. With definite spin

l assignments, we can proceed to the level densities of the different
compare

parities for J = 1/2. Thus far, we have measured (P,Pl) distributions for the

l resonances with Ep - 3.08 - 3..30 MeV.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
l SUMMARY

The fluctuation properties of a collection of low-lying nuclear energy

l level_ have been analyzed. Effects due to mass, spin, and deformation are

observed, suggesting that each of these parameters may play a role in

l understanding quantum chaos in the nucleus. A separate analysis of just the

l energy levels in 116Sn revealed behavior intermediate between the extremes of

GOE and Poisson statistics. Measurements with the goal of establishing a

I complete level scheme for are continuing, and development new
30p of data

acquisition hardware and software for use in the next phase of this project

I has begun. A search is in progress for pairs of resonances which might

I interfere in such a way as to enhance detailed-balance violation.
Studies of nuclear resonances continue to provide new insights. The

I j ,

analysis of entrance channel correlations in ZSsi is complete and suggests,

although hardly conclusively, that these amplitudes may not have a Gaussian

distribution. We have just begun experiments to determine whether J-I/2 level

l densities in 49V show a parity dependence.

!

!

!
!
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